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Chapter 1 : Census Online - Kentucky - Census Records
The donation of the Mason County, Kentucky, Census images for permanent, free display in the USGenWeb Archives
was made possible through the generosity of Katherine Hines, Elizabeth Cord, Rhonda Hansch, Sue Mackey, Herb
Moyer, and the permission of S-K Publications.

Images reproduced by FamilySearch. Sixth Census of the United States, NARA microfilm publication M,
rolls. Records of the Bureau of the Census, Record Group National Archives, Washington, D. In addition, the
names of those listed on the population schedule are linked to the actual images of the Federal Census, copied
from the National Archives and Records Administration microfilm, M, rolls. Each name is associated with two
images as the census schedule was two pages long. Enumerators of the census were asked to include the
following categories in the census: Additionally, the census, asked for the first time, the ages of revolutionary
war pensioners and the number of individuals engaged in mining, agriculture, commerce, manufacturing and
trade, navigation of the ocean, navigation of canals, lakes and rivers, learned professions and engineers;
number in school, number in family over age twenty-one who could not read and write, and the number of
insane. The categories allowed Congress to determine persons residing in the United States for collection of
taxes and the appropriation of seats in the House of Representatives. Few, if any, records reveal as many
details about individuals and families as do the U. The population schedules are successive "snapshots" of
Americans that depict where and how they were living at particular periods in the past. Because of this, the
census is often the best starting point for genealogical research after home sources have been exhausted. The
United States was the first country to call for a regularly held census. The Constitution required that a census
of all "Persons The first nine censuses from were organized under the United States Federal Court system.
Each district was assigned a U. Governors were responsible for enumeration in territories. The official
enumeration day of the census was 1 June All questions asked were supposed to refer to that date. The count
was due within nine months, but the due date was extended by law to allow completion within eighteen
months. By , there were a total of twenty-six states in the Union, with Arkansas and Michigan being the latest
additions. The two new territories of Wisconsin and Iowa were also enumerated. Taken from Chapter 5:
Research in Census Records, The Source: William Dollarhide, The Census Book: This census gives the name
of the head of the household and tallies other family members by age range, slaves owned, occupational
information, and the names of pensioners from military service.
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Chapter 2 : Census Project (USGenWeb) - Kentucky
USA (,) > Kentucky (17,) > Kentucky Census Records () > Mason County Census Records (9) Note: This page primarily
lists records kept at the county level. Statewide collections are found on the Kentucky Census Records page.

Images reproduced by FamilySearch. In addition, the names of those listed on the population schedule are
linked to the actual images of the Federal Census, copied from the National Archives and Records
Administration microfilm, M, rolls. If you do not initially find the name on the page that you are linked to, try
a few pages forward or backward, as sometimes different pages had the same page number. For the first time
in the history of the United States census, enumerators of the census were instructed to record the names of
every person in the household. Added to this, enumerators were presented with printed instructions, which
account for the greater degree of accuracy compared with earlier censuses. Enumerators were asked to include
the following categories in the census: No relationships were shown between members of a household. The
categories allowed Congress to determine persons residing in the United States for collection of taxes and the
appropriation of seats in the House of Representatives. Few, if any, records reveal as many details about
individuals and families as do the U. The population schedules are successive "snapshots" of Americans that
depict where and how they were living at particular periods in the past. Because of this, the census is often the
best starting point for genealogical research after home sources have been exhausted. The Census includes the
following states and territories: The United States was the first country to call for a regularly held census. The
Constitution required that a census of all "Persons The first nine censuses from to were organized under the
United States Federal Court system. Each district was assigned a U. Governors were responsible for
enumeration in territories. The official enumeration day of the census was 1 June All questions asked were
supposed to refer to that date. By , there were a total of thirty-one states in the Union, with Florida, Texas,
Iowa, Wisconsin, and California being the latest editions. There were no substantial state- or district-wide
losses. A Guidebook of American Genealogy, ed. William Dollarhide, The Census Book: Learn where your
ancestors lived, who lived in the household, ages, places of birth, occupation, and more.
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Chapter 3 : Census - Brown County, Illinois
Linkpendium's goal is to index every genealogy, geneology:) family history, family tree, surname, vital records,
biography, or otherwise genealogically-related site on the Internet.

Welcome to Genealogy in Mason County, Kentucky! We are not a research service and we have no affiliation
with government or libraries. Our goal is to help family researchers by finding and sharing resources on our
county and special project websites. Scroll down, or use the Website Index tab on the right, to start exploring
the growing collection of Mason County materials organized here. All information I have to offer is on-line
and I do not respond to individual research questions. Please contact me to contribute materials, register a
surname, or report a technical problem with this website. My spam filter will be grateful if you put Mason
County in the subject line. If you find a broken link, the server that hosts the file may be off-line briefly for
maintenance. Before contacting me, try again in a couple of hours to see if the file is back on-line. This
website is not responsible for URL changes by managers of external websites. Due to time constraints, I
cannot research unreported change of email address by contributors, or URLs moved by managers of external
websites. Regrettably, a broken link may require a former website reference to be removed. Please update your
bookmarks. Since , this website has been hosted by Kentucky Kinfolk. Our data files are no longer accessible
at the former RootsWeb host server. Have you explored this website and still need help? You will get the best
results by posting clearly-stated queries on message boards and mail lists for the counties and surnames you
are researching. Are you a genealogy enthusiast who also loves web design? Please consider joining us as a
KYGenWeb volunteer. If you have a special interest in Mason County and can do lookups or help find and
prepare materials for this website, give me a holler! I welcome the assistance. However, materials on this
website remain the copyright property of the contributor. While copyright cannot be claimed on public
records, copyright does apply to materials from private sources and to the compilation and formatting of all
materials for presentation. These electronic pages may not be reproduced or distributed in any format. When
using data found on this website an appropriate citation of source should appear with the information.
Chapter 4 : Kentucky - The USGenWeb Census Project
Census Online - Kentucky - Links to Online Census Records.

Chapter 5 : U.S. Census â€“ Kentucky â€“ Callan Family of Ireland
Mason County (KY) Slaves, Free Blacks, and Free Mulattoes, Mason County, located in northern Kentucky, was formed
in and was one of the first eight counties established by the Virginia Legislature.

Chapter 6 : KY: Timelines of Surname LYON / LYONS (and Variations) in the Censuses
Census Online - Mason Co., Kentucky. Links to Online Census Records.

Chapter 7 : Johnson County, Kentucky â€“ S-K Publications
Surname: First Name: Year: State: County: City: Birth Year: Birth Place: Callan: Agnes: KY: Jefferson: Louisville, part of:
Ireland: Callan: Alfred:

Chapter 8 : Mason County, Kentucky â€“ S-K Publications
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Starting in , the United States government took a census every 10 years. Kentucky residents are included in the Federal
population schedules since Earlier US census records for Kentucky were destroyed, but published tax lists serve as a
replacement for the lost and censuses.

Chapter 9 : Mason County KY Census Records
Fleming County (KY) Slaves, Free Blacks, and Free Mulattoes, Fleming County, located in northeastern Kentucky, was
formed in from a portion of Mason County. It is bordered by four counties along the Licking River.
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